Of specs, crumbs & broken pottery

When it comes to green construction specifications, there isn't much common ground out there: 70:30, 85:15, tiles or no tiles...

While the U.S. Golf Association openly admits its current specs should be considered a work in progress, critics continue to unfairly blast the Gang from Far Hills at every turn. The vitriol is distasteful and, for that matter, unprofessional. But the prospect of failed greens seems pretty much an unmatched level of tension in the golf course industry.

However, there is one thing everyone can agree on: The quality of sand is integral to the sound construction and lasting features of putting surfaces. In Orlando at the recent International Golf Course Conference and Show, I informally polled soil mixers and course construction folks on whether the sand specified was always the sand received. The consensus? About 25 percent of the time, the sand received at the construction site is not the sand specified, and the Phoenix sand site was singled out as a real problem area.

Responsible mixers routinely send sand to labs for testing, but poor-quality sand is a variable the industry must demystify.

On the architectural front, Rodney Wright has amicably left partners Robin Nelson and Neil Hawthor to start his own design firm. The remaining two components will continue their career with one another in Hawaii and Singapore. Wright will also set up shop in Singapore. Having established itself in Asia-Pacific, the new firm of Neil Hawthor is beginning to look East, to America... The American Society of Golf Course Architects (ASGCA) session in Orlando was well attended and extremely informative, especially a panel discussion featuring Rees Jones, Bobby Jones (yes, they sat next to each other and chatted amiably throughout), Art Hills, Ed Seay, Pete Dye and Pete Dye. At one point, ASGCA president Jeffrey Brauer asked the panelists who recommends green construction to USGA specs. Everyone raised their hands but Pete Dye, who extolled the virtues of sand, dirt and broken pieces of pottery. Then Seay chimed in, saying he's had great success with soil in Orlando, which is "basically up broken pieces of pottery."

During the USGA session in Orlando, I was interested to see Grasscraft's agronomist Chris Hartwigger heap praise on the practice of top dressing with crumb rubber. A few months back, our front-page story on crumb rubber was met with yawns and skepticism. But according to Hartwigger, superintendent Mark Hoban has been using the stuff with success at the Standard Club in Duluth, Ga. Because of its lower density, crumb rubber does not move down through the soil profile like sand does. Hoban has discovered that light, frequent applications curb turf abrasion and compaction in high-traffic areas. Unexpectedly, they also make for better green-up come spring. Hoban even tops dress portions of his 21st century:

• "More and more different people will be playing and we will adapt our golf courses for them... We will use less water and have a new word for 'pesticides.'" — Alice Dye.

A panel of American Society of Golf Course Architects members — Pete and Alice Dye, Robert Trent Jones Jr., Rees Jones, Ed Seay, Jeff Brauer and Art Hills — unanimously said advances in equipment have helped course design.

On the other hand, what about golf course design — where only a handful of architects use computer software in their work and where some consider even the idea a pox on the House of Ross?

A panel of American Society of Golf Course Architects members — Pete and Alice Dye, Robert Trent Jones Jr., Rees Jones, Ed Seay, Jeff Brauer and Art Hills — unanimously said advances in equipment have helped course design.

Continued on page 13

Letters

HOVER MOWER MANUFACTURER Responds

To the editor:

In an article you authored in the February issue of Golf Course News entitled "Hover-mower manufacturer recapitulates" (p. 87), we found some inaccurate statements; we feel they need to be corrected.

Flymo is referred to as a "British company with U.S. distribution" while Grasscraft is said to be made in the U.S. by John Hagedorn's Precision Small Engine Co., in Pompano Beach, Fla., has been selling direct to the public in all of North America, Connecticut, the West and the Indies for more than 17 years. Flymo units have been manufactured by Precision in our Pompano Beach, Fla., facilities for over 5 years. Not only are Flymo hovering trimmers made and sold here but they are also tested on Florida's year-round golf courses.

You quoted Steven Searle of Grasscraft as saying that, due to their domestic manufacturing, "we can offer lower pricing and better service." Precision guarantees the lowest prices in the industry, starting as low as $969.95 for the Flymo GCT12. And Grasscraft didn't answer their toll-free number you printed at the end of the article, even though we repeatedly tried to call and get some of their "lower prices" and "better service."

In any case, Grasscraft's vice president of sales, is also quoted in the article. He claims the 2-cycle engine "bogs a little bit and you may have to pull off when you attempt to move "heavy"

Continued on page 12

MEETING GEESE HAVE BEEN LOCATED!

To the editor:

Pete: "Canadian geese count is down" (Golf Course News, February 1996)

Don't worry. All the missing Canadian geese plus their offspring are here in Connecticut. Please restate the hunting season. Bob Chalifour, CGCS Shenandoah Golf Club

Groton, Conn. Ed. — Phew! Closing goose season in the Atlantic flyway must have taken the trick. Now the state fish and wildlife officials can rest easier... As for you, Mr. Chalifour, have you considered a border collie?

Continued on page 13

What might the future bring?

When it never happens, the future comes soon. It comes then.

"des PBuzz 1900s electrical engineer and inventor."

Whatever your thoughts of the future, it will come. And folks in the golf industry may be surprised by some of the advances it brings with it.

Two very interesting comments were made at the International Golf Course Conference and Show, both pertaining to the future. Golf course architect and Old Tom Morris Award-winner Tom Fazio said that instead of improvements in golf balls, clubs and other equipment, he firmly believes the greatest changes ahead will be better playing surfaces (a thanks in advance here to the plant breeders of the world).

Meanwhile, one of my favorite superintendent—Chief Agronomic Officer Kevin Ross of Country Club of the Rockies — put advancement in perspectives.

"We're setting our irrigation systems with computers and comfort to far away, where you could follow it along controlling it with a joy stick. Today technology has also come long ways. They may someday invent a laser-controlled mowver."

Satellites once reserved for the world's governments are now bringing information down to golf course superintendents and managers through such things as disease scouting golf course monitoring. Computers once reserved for the "business world" are now the nerve centers of golf maintenance facilities. When will all this stop — and what are its effects on superintendents?

"The kids in college now are way ahead of us on the field of computers," Ross said. "They have massive amounts of computer experience because they learned it in high school. These folks have had computers since they were 14, 15 years old. It will give them a big, big benefit in this field in the future. I've taken night classes on the computer. You have to keep up."

On the other hand, what about golf course design — where only a handful of architects use computer software in their work and where some consider even the idea a pox on the House of Ross?

A panel of American Society of Golf Course Architects members — Pete and Alice Dye, Robert Trent Jones Jr., Rees Jones, Ed Seay, Jeff Brauer and Art Hills — unanimously said advances in equipment have helped course design.
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grass." Rodway also claims that a 4-cycle engine "blows right through it." He has obviously never tested a Flymo nor seen our videos in which we feature a Flymo having no problem whatsoever in heavy grass.

You see, the Tecumseh 2-cycle engine, used in our Flymo GCT12, operates at higher RPMs (6,000) than a 4-cycle engine. A 4-cycle engine is much slower and heavier than a 2-cycle engine. The entire GCT12 trimmer weighs only 15 lb. making it not only lighter but much faster and easier to use.

Rodway says that "it’s very difficult to get parts." Rodway is probably right; I still can't get anyone to answer their toll-free number.

On the other hand, it has never been difficult to get parts from Precision. To get the best products at the lowest prices, the best service and the most accurate information in the industry simply turn to the back of Golf Course News, in the Golf Course Marketplace section. Check out our ad and give us a call. Of the three companies mentioned in your article, only Precision Small Engine has advertised since your magazine's inception, seven years ago.

You have always done an excellent job with our advertising. We felt let down when the above statements went unchallenged. Andy Masiarella, president Precision Small Engine Co., Pompano, Fla.

Lofts Seed Co.'s Morrissey retires after 46 years

SOMERSET, N.J. — Back in 1949, Selmer Loft, who founded Lofts Seed Co. in 1923, hired a young John Morrissey, whom he had known as the boy who mowed his lawn and raked his leaves prior to World War II.

Forty-six distinguished years later, John Morrissey, senior vice president at Lofts, has announced his retirement.

"John is not only an excellent seedsman, he is a family friend and will be greatly missed," said Jon Loft, president of Lofts Seed.

"But I am pleased that John will remain active in the company by continuing as a member of Lofts' Board of Directors."

As a salesman in the 1950s, Morrissey focused on selling grass seed to landscapers, garden centers, and large contractors who, purchased grass seed for the projects like the New Jersey Turnpike and Garden State Parkway. In the 1960s, Morrissey was active selling the seed for use on new golf courses and the then-developing sod grower's industry.

As Lofts Seed Co. grew, Morrissey became involved in all aspects of the professional seed market and was responsible for many positive advances in the company's history, including implementation of its wild flower program, the naming of Lofts renowned improved turf-type tall fescue (Rebel), and coordinating the opening of Lofts newest branch office in Allen-town, Pa.

To all those superintendents who demand perfection and productivity, we dedicate a full range of equipment.

Report: Red Mike Hill
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advertisements in the surrounding communities.

"Our philosophy is "keep it simple" and we're true to our word," Weeks explained. "Because of our limited rainfall and low humidity, we have natural cart path areas, worn out by traffic in our native grass areas which are devoid of any paving material. Our clubhouse operation has a golf shop, limited food and beverage service, and an outside deck overlooking the front nine and practice areas which is quite popular with our golfers."

"We are a profit center thus we will not have the usual big overhead of having the traditional roles filled by golf professionals or club managers. I will run the clubhouse, golf shop and golf course maintenance with the help of my maintenance staff. Our jobs will be overlapping, thus any one of us can be mowing greens in the morning, then serving food or selling merchandise in the clubhouse for the rest of the day. This helps keep our staff to the bare minimum and we can keep a limited staff year round to help prepare everything for the following season."

Weeks continued: "About one-half of our golfers walk the course and carry their own clubs, and the other half use golf carts. Sometimes after the turn a few of the walkers will rent a cart, which helps in the revenue department. During the winter time we put up 2-foot-high snow fences to protect our greens and tees from desiccation from the ever-present winds in our region. They work quite well."

Terry Buchen, CGCS Galena, Ohio

"The partnership between Ransomes and Pebble Beach promises to contribute greatly to the maintenance of the course's image. Shared goals and common philosophies are at the heart of this working partnership."

Ted Horton
Vice President of Resource Management
Pebble Beach Company
Pebble Beach, California